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CommentComment

a lot of the non profits looking to bring in illegal and legal immigrants area lot of the non profits looking to bring in illegal and legal immigrants are
in fact immigrants who previsouly sneaked into t his countryin fact immigrants who previsouly sneaked into t his country
they are not American citizens at all. we have a lot of non profits whothey are not American citizens at all. we have a lot of non profits who
sneak as if they are American citziesns and have sneak as if they are American citziesns and have 
a very loud voice, but they are in fact making money from illegala very loud voice, but they are in fact making money from illegal
immigration. they are in fact hurting American workersimmigration. they are in fact hurting American workers
who cant find jobs because of the massiv enumber of illegal immigrantswho cant find jobs because of the massiv enumber of illegal immigrants
here working for low wages. American workers arehere working for low wages. American workers are
put at severre handicaps in getting a living wage today because of allput at severre handicaps in getting a living wage today because of all
the sneak lawbreaking liars who sneak acrors thethe sneak lawbreaking liars who sneak acrors the
border with fake tales of why they cant stay in their own country. theyborder with fake tales of why they cant stay in their own country. they
come here well rehearsed with lies. they come fromcome here well rehearsed with lies. they come from
places with massive nasty customs and don't want to becomeplaces with massive nasty customs and don't want to become
americans. they want us to k owtow to them americans. they want us to k owtow to them they comethey come
here to sue about everything. we are sick of this invasion. it is in fact anhere to sue about everything. we are sick of this invasion. it is in fact an
invasion of liars and lawbreakers. they are notinvasion of liars and lawbreakers. they are not
law abiding people in any sense of the word. we need a wall built, welaw abiding people in any sense of the word. we need a wall built, we
need the army at our borders both north and soucht.need the army at our borders both north and soucht.
we need to send them all back by planes and buses back where theywe need to send them all back by planes and buses back where they
came from. we are being hit here in America\with came from. we are being hit here in America\with huge taxeshuge taxes
to pay for the free hospital care they get routinely while we areto pay for the free hospital care they get routinely while we are
bankrupted by hospital bills. and we are bankruptedbankrupted by hospital bills. and we are bankrupted
by them bringing their kids. they don't pay a penny in taxes for schoolsby them bringing their kids. they don't pay a penny in taxes for schools
and they are flooding our schoosl withand they are flooding our schoosl with
these foreigners and then we have to hire teachers to teach in everythese foreigners and then we have to hire teachers to teach in every
language on earth and our schools are havinglanguage on earth and our schools are having
240 holidays on the agenda because the stupid americans don't keep240 holidays on the agenda because the stupid americans don't keep
our American holidays and cater to every pressureour American holidays and cater to every pressure
group of illegal immigrants who sneak in to this country.this needs togroup of illegal immigrants who sneak in to this country.this needs to
stop.it is absolutely disgusting and trump is a liar. he promiseds tostop.it is absolutely disgusting and trump is a liar. he promiseds to
stop this and has done very little to nothing.stop this and has done very little to nothing.
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